About Bingo Productions
Bingo are a talent led, regional micro-indie with big ideas. Their first major commission ‘Lee and
Dean’ TX’d on Channel 4 in March 2018, which was a huge success. A second series was
commissioned and is due to air this spring. They are also developing a large slate of projects with
Channel 4, BBC, UKTV and other UK indies. Although predominantly working within scripted comedy,
they are also developing factual and factual entertainment formats as well as film and drama. At
Bingo they are always looking to extend their relationships with new and exciting talent and to work
in new and innovative ways, bringing amazing TV and film to screens.
Mark O’Sullivan is a performer/writer/director. After his time in teaching and amateur dramatics, he
has performed in and written comedy for Channel 4, the BBC and ITV, including Bingo’s first series
commission, Lee and Dean, which he also directed. Mark is currently developing Bingo’s exciting
new slate of comedy and drama projects - a mixture of in-house creations and projects with other
writing/performing talent. Mark enjoys the gym, playing football and dislikes the company’s dog,
Fergus. As well writing and performing, Mark directs the duo’s own short films.
Miles Chapman is a writer/performer/producer and started writing comedy in 2010 with Mark. They
developed BLAPS with Channel 4. Miles also produced Bingo’s first production; Lee and Dean. Miles
is currently writing, developing new shows and hosting a Podcast with Sam as well as exploring new
ideas in factual entertainment and comedy. Miles is a drummer, and was in one of the first Britpop
bands, ‘Pimlico’. He still plays - mainly with his band the Red Inspectors. He's also a big foodie, has
written articles for food magazines, restaurant reviews for guides, and makes a fabulous cassoulet.
Sam Underwood is a writer, performer and film maker. Sam has written, produced and performed in
Lee and Dean, Bingo's first commission for Channel 4. Sam is now writing, hosting a Podcast with
Miles and working on Bingo’s exciting slate of projects that looks to develop some original ideas in
house and as co-productions. Sam is fully aware that he’s a lot younger than the others and as such
knows his place. He enjoys long walks, drum and bass and day drinking.
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